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You probably won’t be surprised to hear that the Audit /

Risk / Compliance recruitment markets have largely been

exceptionally quiet since lockdown. 

Where recruitment efforts have been sustained, it has been

heartening to see firms demonstrate admirable flexibility in

swiftly transitioning to a purely remote recruitment

experience throughout both interviewing and on-

boarding.



Broadly the tone of the market is one of pleasant surprise…

business continuity plans have proven to be remarkably effective

and any fears of the banking world grinding to a halt whilst the

workforce operated from kitchens / spare rooms / gardens across

the land (with or without additional home school

responsibilities?!) were quickly extinguished.



Given this demonstrated resilience, regulators certainly aren’t delaying key deadlines

for COVID-19, and I’m generally informed that work is starting to stack up and

additional resource will be required to ensure timely delivery. 

At the start of lockdown the market was clearly apprehensive about the prospect of

recruiting staff who hadn’t been met in the flesh, this concept is far less feared / alien

now after months of conducting business exclusively remotely.



Furthermore, as conversations about a return to the office have more seriously

come back onto the agenda, the industry finds itself in a position where,

perhaps again to its pleasant surprise, there isn’t the anticipated rush to get

staff back to their desks.

The ability of staff to successfully manage their workload

remotely combined with the continuing perceived health risks

of commuting / office working, has seen speculation regarding

time frames for a return to the office gravitate from September

to 2021 for many…



I’m not anticipating the permanent recruitment market

bouncing back especially strongly this year, but

suspect most firms will seek refuge in consultants / co-

source to deliver what is required. 

Again whilst many contractors were side-lined at the start of lockdown, as the industry

has become accustomed to remote working (and realise this could be sustained for the

rest of the year) then firms are starting to turn on the taps to have co-source working

remotely for the duration of projects.



All in all, whilst 2020 undeniably represents the most

challenging recruitment market I have operated in, I’m

also acutely aware that COVID-19 has had a seismic

impact on the evolution of working practices that we

will all need to adjust to as we work towards a “new

normal”. 

Thankfully, many of these changes promise to be

hugely positive (in terms of flexible working,

promoting better work-life balance etc) and will

(hopefully!) far outlast the global pandemic that

initiated them and accelerated other existing trends.



If you would like to discuss any permanent or contract

opportunities across your Internal Audit, Risk or

Compliance functions, or would simply like to discuss

the market more broadly, please don’t hesitate to get in

touch at any stage.

Dan Drake d.drake@paritasrecruitment.com 

Dan Drake is a Director at Paritas Recruitment, leading their Audit, Risk

& Compliance Division

http://paritasrecruitment.com/

